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Current export markets

  France         Italy         Belgium         Latvia       
  Estonia       

Description

IDDO, a Lithuanian furniture and home accessories brand that blends ethno traditions and modern design. We
primarily use solid oak in our production, complemented by materials like steel, concrete, cork, leather, linen,
and wool. Inspired by Nordic and Baltic nature's simplicity and urban aesthetics, at IDDO we value quality and
longevity of our furniture. We prioritize sustainability using high-quality, enduring materials, and collaborate
with local designers and artisans to create timeless furniture, aligning with our core value of supporting
designers and creators.

Business Line

Furniture and interior details

List of products

IDDO specializes in furniture and home accessories crafted from natural materials that harmonize traditional
craftsmanship with contemporary lifestyle trends. A defining feature of IDDO is its fusion of old and new,
breathing new life into forgotten materials and design elements within modern concepts. Our product range
encompasses various items such as beds, bedsides, tables, racks, coffee tables, easels, shelves, consoles,
chairs, poufs and benches, outdoor furniture and various interior details. In addition to selling durable and
high-quality furniture, at IDDO we offer furniture rental services, allowing customers to temporarily use their



uniquely designed furniture for events, photo sessions, and personal celebrations. This enables customers to
experience the furniture in their own spaces and evaluate its color and design to ensure it meets their
expectations. Additionally, IDDO offers the flexibility to personalize furniture dimensions, ensuring that our
customers can tailor their pieces to perfectly suit their unique spaces and preferences, allowing you to create
bespoke pieces that fit seamlessly into your individual living environment.
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